STAY COMFORTABLE,
STAY COOL
Super soft memory foam keeps its
shape and is ventilated to stay cool.

CUSHION YOUR UPPER
THIGHS AND KNEES
Longer support to keep your hips, legs, and
knees aligned – extra thick support at the
top to cushion your knees - no more
rubbing bone on bone.

BREATHABLE,
WASHABLE COVER
Plush, soft cover
easily removes for washing.

MOVE FREELY, SLEEP
IN ANY POSITION
Tapered edges and concave center
cradles your thighs and knees snugly
allowing you to move freely, change
sleep positions, and bend your knees.

CRESCENT
CLEARANCE
Curved to comfortably fit pelvic
region for men and women.

ENJOY FULL SUPPORT
HIP TO ANKLES
With our specially made case designed to
hold TWO Legacy Leg Pillows together.

The Legacy Pillow will give you the best night’s sleep guaranteed. The brand-new shape hugs your thighs, stays
in place, and provides more comfort than ever before. The Legacy pillow is extra-long for more support and has
ventilated holes to help keep you cool at night. It will not crowd your pelvic area due to the crescent cutout at
the top and the extra thick foam on the bottom ensures legs are kept in
alignment and do not drop forward.
Legacy Pillow Use:
Place Legacy pillow between legs with thicker portion on knees. The Legacy
pillow should feel natural between the legs and hug thighs comfortably.
Cleaning: Remove your Legacy pillow cover by unzipping it. Remove the cover
from the foam and wash the cover on a gentle cycle and then dry it on low heat.
Double Legacy Pillow Use:
Place first Legacy pillow between thighs with thicker cushioning on knees as
normal. Then place the second pillow between your calves with the thicker
cushion facing the knees. The second pillow can be adjusted to a position that
best suits your comfort.
We are so confident you will love your purchase that we now offer a full 90 Day
Comfort Guarantee on the Legacy Leg Pillow and will waive all restocking and
disposal fees.
Contour is a registered trademark under license from Banyan Licensing, L.L.C ©2018. All rights reserved.

Optional Legacy Pillow Case:
Slightly compress legacy pillow to fit through case opening with the tapered side being inserted first.
Then adjust case as needed so that the case seams line up with pillow edges. For single pillow use,
snap the end fastener together to keep it tucked away while sleeping.

If using two Legacy pillows and cases, snap one case to the other to create a full-length leg support
case.

Cleaning: Remove the case from the pillow and place it in the washing machine on a gentle cycle and
then dry it on low heat.
We are so confident you will love your purchase that we now offer a full 90 Day Comfort Guarantee on
the Legacy Leg Pillow Case and will waive all restocking and disposal fees.
Contour is a registered trademark under license from Banyan Licensing, L.L.C © 2018. All rights
reserved.
How to reduce the odor of the foam?
This product is made from all new materials and, like a new car, will have a new product smell. You may
reduce the smell by removing your Legacy Leg Pillow from the package to air out. Sometimes this
can take a few days. To completely remove the “new smell,” the cover may also be laundered. Please
follow instructions on the care tag.
What causes foam “yellowing”?
Exposure to fresh air and light may cause the foam to “yellow.” This is normal and is more visible on
white foam.
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